Grid Computing and GridSim Toolkit: An overview
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ABSTRACT
In Grid Computing technology the fundamental concept that is used is to connect the geographically distributed resources. Commercial networks have been used for this purpose due to which some network effects get introduced in grid computing. This paper gives an introduction to grid computing technology. In this paper some of the problems of resource management and scheduling have also been addressed which includes the management of resources and scheduling of applications according to the requirements of consumers and owners. The GridSim toolkit has been developed to overcome the above problems. An introduction to this toolkit is also given in this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION TO GRID & GRID COMPUTING
Buyya et. al. [7] defined grid as follows: “It a type of parallel and distributed system that enables the sharing, exchange, selection and aggregation of geographically distributed autonomous resources dynamically at runtime depending on their availability, capability, performance, cost, and users quality-of-service requirements.” The aim of a computational grid, is to allow the users to access the IT assets and aggregated processing powers, whenever they need them.

The most important resource included in a grid is a processor but grids also include other resources such as storage, data repositories, sensors, graphics and terminal devices, equipment, instrumentation, applications and so on. Grid computing combines computers from multiple domains to reach a common goal i.e. to solve a single problem.

-It creates an environment that provides the ability to share and transparently access geographically distributed heterogeneous resources in a consistent manner for solving large scale data intensive problems in science, commerce and engineering.

To achieve this, grid computing needs the technology to virtualize IT resources and standards in the areas of security, scheduling, systems management, accounting, and so on. Grid computing uses middleware to divide and apportion pieces of a program among different computers.

Fig.1 Architecture of Grid Computing

Grids provide services at five different layers as presented in the architecture.
- **Fabric layer:** Provides the shared resources such as computer, network resource, storage and data repository, etc.
- **Connectivity layer:** Contains the communication and authentication protocols that help for easy and secure grid-specific network functions.
- **Resource layer:** Defines protocols, APIs for secure negotiations, initiation, monitoring control, accounting and payment of sharing operations on individual resources.
- **Collective Layer:** Contains protocols and services that specify interactions among a collection of resources, discovery of VO resources and directory services.
- **Application Layer:** Contains user applications that are built on top of APIs and operate within VO environment.

Following advantages of Grid Computing have been identified:

**Efficient use of underutilized resources**-
Using load sharing software, it distributes the load evenly on servers on basis of resources and policies.

**Modular grid environment**-
Grid environments are modular in nature and don’t have point of failures. If any of the servers in grid fails, other server can pick up the load.

**Virtual resources and virtual organizations for collaboration**-

**Scalability**-
Resources can be added when required by simply installing grid client on additional servers.

**Parallel job execution**- Performance can be speed up by allowing jobs to be executed in parallel on many servers.

**Can solve larger, difficult problems in less time.**
1.2 RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND SCHEDULING

The concept of Grid computing has evolved as a distributed computing technology that provides access to geographically dispersed heterogeneous resources for solving large scale problems. Since computational resources are heterogeneous in nature, the allocation of available resources to the applications is a complicated task in grid computing environment. This problem of allocating resources (Grid scheduling) requires a model that allows local and external schedulers to communicate with each other in order to achieve an efficient management of the resources. These distributed resources are under ownership of different organizations and they have their own access policy, mechanism and cost. The resource Owners and consumers have different goals, strategies, and demand patterns. In managing such complex Grid environments, traditional simple approaches for resource management cannot be used, as these approaches use centralized policies that require complete state information and a common fabric management policy.

In large Grid environments, defining such a common fabric management policy is impossible. Two more approaches can be used in managing distributed resources: hierarchical and decentralized scheduling or a combination of them. The motive of resource management is to schedule applications so that available resources of the grid environment can be used efficiently.

The user interacts with a resource broker that hides the complexities of grid computing and presents the user with a single integrated resource. The resource broker acts as a mediator between grid resources and users, it discovers resources that the user can access through grid information server, negotiates with resources using middleware services, binds applications to resources (scheduling), stages the application and data for processing (deployment) and finally collects the results. It also monitors application execution progress and manages resource failures and changes in the grid infrastructure. The resource brokers use scheduling algorithms and policies for mapping jobs to resources to optimize system or user objectives. A View of GRID System is shown in Fig.2

1.3 CHALLENGES IN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND SCHEDULING

- **Multiple layers of schedulers** - The higher level scheduler has less information about the distributed resources, since local resource managers control the resources actually.
- **Lack of control over resources** - Grid scheduler does not have ownership over the resources. It does not provide dedicated access to resources as resources are shared, which leads to high degree of unpredictability and variance.
- **Conflicting performance goals** - Owners and end users have conflicting preferences. They may have different local policies, cost models, security mechanisms.

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO GRIDSIM TOOLKIT

The GridSim toolkit is a general purpose discrete-event grid simulation package which implemented in Java.

- It has been developed to overcome above mentioned problems. This toolkit allows composition of applications, information services for resource discovery, and interfaces for allocating the resources to the applications and then managing their execution.
- It also has the ability to model the characteristics of grid resources and networks with different configurations, capabilities, policies and domains.
This toolkit provides a facility for simulation of scheduling algorithms in different grid environments having large number of resources.

A resource can be either single or multi-processor with shared or distributed memory managed by schedulers.

It provides a collection of classes for simulating discrete events. It can simulate distributed systems, networks, communication protocols and computer architectures. Resource brokers are used to create and aggregate classes of heterogeneous resources.

It provides a large amount of options like resource capability (in MIPS), location of resources, multiple concurrent task submission, different parallel application models, network speed, resource booking and both dynamic and static schedulers.

This toolkit has been applied successfully to simulate a grid resource broker like Nimrod-G and to evaluate the performance of cost- and time-constrained optimization scheduling algorithms.

Following are the features of Gridsim toolkit:

- It allows modelling and simulation of heterogeneous resource characteristics and their failure properties.
- It supports reservation based mechanism for resource allocation.
- It can simulate applications with different parallel application models.
- There is no limit on the number of application jobs that can be submitted to a resource.
- It allocates resources to jobs based on space-or time-shared mode.
- It supports simulation of static as well as of dynamic schedulers.
- It allows modelling of several regional Grid Information Service (GIS) components, hence one can simulate with multiple virtual organisations.
- Resources can be located in any time zone.
- Application tasks can be CPU or I/O intensive.
- Statistics of operations can be recorded and can be analysed using GridSim statistics analysis methods.
- Network speed can be specified between resources.
- Resource capability can be defined in MIPS.
- Multiple users can submit jobs for simultaneous execution on the same resource which can be time-shared or space-shared.
- It has a network traffic functionality based on a probabilistic distribution which can be used to simulate data-intensive jobs over a congested public network.
- It has well-defined interfaces for implementing different resource allocation algorithms.
- It has a functionality that reads workload traces from supercomputers for simulating a realistic grid environment.

2.2 ARCHITECTURE OF GRIDSIM

GridSim has a modular multi-layered architecture that can be extended to add new layers in Gridsim whenever needed. A modular architecture for GridSim platform and components is shown in Fig.3.
3. CONCLUSION

Grid computing is the biggest hope for delivering computing (as utility) to homes and offices. Grids exploit synergies that result from cooperation of autonomous entities:

- Resource sharing, dynamic provisioning, and aggregation at global level can be done with the help of this technology.
- Several open source middleware technologies such as Grid bus exists demonstrating Grid potential.
- Grid computing offers enormous opportunities for realizing e-Science and e-Business at global level.
- GridSim toolkit is suitable for application scheduling simulations in Grid computing environment.
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